I. INTRODUCTION
Metaheuristic optimization algorithms are becoming more popular in application because they depend on simple concepts and easy to implement. They do not demand gradient information. They can bypass local optima and they can be applied in a wide range of issues covering various disciplines [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Metaheuristic optimization algorithms are introduced in order to solve optimization problems by imitating physical or biological phenomena [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, these algorithms are categorized into three classes; evolution-based, physicsbased, and swarm-based methods [1, 2, [12] [13] . Evolutionbased techniques are inspired by the natural evolution' laws. The search operation begins by randomly generating population that is improved is through subsequent descent. Usually, these techniques are characterized by combining the best individuals to form the next individuals' generation. This leads the population over the generations. The most common algorithms of evolution-inspired are Genetic Algorithms (GA) [14] , Evolution Strategy (ES) [15] , Genetic Programming (GP) [16] , Biogeography-Based Optimizer (BBO) [17] and Probability-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) [18] .
Physics-based methods mimic the physical principles in the world. Some of the most common techniques are Ray Optimization (RO) [19] , Black Hole (BH) [20] , Small-World Optimization Algorithm (SWOA) [21] , Simulated Annealing (SA) [22] , Big-Bang Big-Crunch (BBBC) [23] , Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [24] , Charged System Search (CSS) [25] and Curved Space Optimization (CSO) [26] .
Swarm-based methods are the third class of nature inspired techniques which imitate the social behavior of animals in nature. The most common technique is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [27] which is mimics the bird flocking's social behavior. PSO employs number of particles which indicate to the candidate solutions that wing in the search space in order to detect the best solution that represent the optimal solution. Moreover, at the same time, they all track the best solution in their routes. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm [28] is considered as another common swarm-based technique. ACO imitates the social behavior of ants in their colony. The most significant characteristic of ants is in finding the nearest route from the colony to the food's source; which is the major inspiration of this technique. New metaheuristic optimization algorithm is proposed by [29] . The proposed algorithm called Vocalization of humpback Whale Optimization Algorithm (VWOA) which mimics the vocalization behavior of humpback whales in nature. VWOA employs number of humpback whales as candidate solutions. Over the course of iterations, the first three solutions estimate the location of the female and update their location depends on the humpback female's position. Then, they force the female to join their pods.
There are other metaheuristic algorithms that are inspired by the behaviors of human. Some of these algorithms are Teaching Learning Based Optimization (TLBO), Interior Search Algorithm (ISA), League Championship Algorithm (LCA), Harmony Search (HS) and Colliding Bodies Optimization (CBO).
Metaheuristic algorithms that based on population share popular features regardless of their nature. The search operation has two main phases; exploration and exploitation [9] [10] . The operators should always be part of the optimizer in order to globally explore the search space. In this phase, movements should be randomly chosen. Then the exploitation phase should be applied after the exploration phase, this phase is to investigate the found search space area in details [12] . In other words the Exploitation is applied on the region that is found by the exploration phase. Any metaheuristic algorithm faces a challenge in making balance between exploration and exploitation due to the stochastic nature of the optimization process [13] . This paper introduces a novel metaheuristic optimization algorithm that is called Sea Lion Optimization (SLnO) algorithm imitating the hunting behavior of sea lions. Upon of our knowledge, there is no study on this subject. The strength point of this algorithm is the artificial hunting behavior with random or the best search agent in order to hunt the bait ball (prey) and the usage of the whiskers of sea lions and their vocalizations. The performance of the SLnO algorithm is evaluated in this work by solving 23 well-known optimization problems. The results show that SLnO algorithm is very competitive compared to other popular metaheuristic algorithms. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduced a description of Sea Lion Optimization (SLnO) algorithm in this research. Benchmarks functions and the optimization results are described and discussed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 draws the conclusion of this work.
II. SEA LION OPTIMIZATION (SLNO) ALGORITHM
In this section, the inspiration of the Sea Lion optimization (SLnO) method is first discussed. Then, the mathematical model for SLnO is provided.
A. Inspiration
Sea lion is considered as one of the most intelligent animals [30] . Sea lions live in huge colonies which have thousands of members [30] . There are plenty of subgroups that have their own hierarchy within them. Sea lions can also navigate around these subgroups several times in their lives. The navigation of sea lions relies on their sex, age and the function that they have for the whole colony [30, 31] .
The most important characteristic of sea lions is how quickly they respond to fish movements [32] . In other words, they have the ability to locate fish and react immediately, in order to gather them towards shallow water to be near the shore and the surface of ocean. Moreover, they have wonderful senses that help them to find out prey such as fishes even in dark underwater. Their eyes indicate forward the prey; in which they can easily focus on their prey. More precisely, they can open their pupils widely to allow a lot of light into their eyes for a clear underwater vision [33] .However, sometimes vision in murky environment is not clear enough [33, 34] . For this reason, sea lions depend on their super sensitive whiskers which are the most significant characteristic of them [35] . These whiskers help them to feel exactly the positions of prey. When the preys swim around them, they leave wakes or waves behind them. Thus, sea lions can follow them using their whiskers [36] .
The longest whiskers of all mammals are 30 cm [37]. They can move them forwards and backwards. Sea lions can use them to specify the size, shape and position of prey. In addition; cross section of facial whiskers for sea lions is oval; which is different from other mammals that have circular facial whiskers [36, 38] . Researchers have illustrated that this is the best form to detect the speed and direction of waves [36] .
The other characteristic of sea lions is their ability to move efficiently and quickly over water [33, 39] . Back flippers are employed for guidance, while front flippers are employed for pushing their selves. They have the ability to chase prey at velocity of around 30 mph and they are flexible enough to alter their directions quickly. For this reason, sea lions employ their whiskers [39] .
Hunting together as groups of sea lions increase the opportunities of obtaining more prey especially when there are huge numbers of fishes. Usually, sea lions chasing together by collecting prey in to narrow balls and catching the individuals' prey that located on the edges [33, 40, 41] . Sea lions know when to hunt together and usually do that when prey is plenty. However, they hunt individually when the prey is few.
The main phases of hunting behavior of sea lions are as shown in Fig.1 
and as follows:
 Tracking and chasing the prey using their whiskers.
 Calling other members that joined their subgroup, pursing and encircling the prey.
 Attack towards the prey.
In this work this hunting technique of sea lions is mathematically modeled in order to design SLnO algorithm and perform optimization.
B. Mathematical model for SLnO algorithm
In this subsection the mathematical models for the social hierarchy, tracking, encircling, and attacking prey are provided. Then, the SLnO algorithm is outlined.
1) Detecting and tracking phase:
As mentioned above, sea lions are used their whiskers to detect the size, shape and position of prey. As shown in Fig. 2 , when the whiskers direction is on the opposite direction of water waves, this helps sea lion to sense the existing prey and to detect their position. However, the whiskers vibrated less than when its orientation on the same current orientation. Sea lion can identify the position of prey and call other members that will join its subgroup to chase and hunt the prey. This sea lion is considered as a leader for this hunting mechanism and other members update their positions towards the target prey. SLnO algorithm assumes the target prey is the current best solution or close to optimal solution. This behavior is represented mathematically using Eq. (1).
Where ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ indicates to the distance between the target prey and the sea lion; ( ) ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ and ( ) ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ represent the positions vectors of the target prey and sea lion, respectively; the current iteration is denoted as t and ⃑ is random vector in [0, 1] which is multiplied by 2 to increase the search space that help search agents to find optimal or near optimal solution.
At the next iteration, the sea lion moves toward the target prey to be nearest. This behavior is modeled mathematically as in Eq. (2).
Where (t + 1) represents the next iteration and is decreased linearly from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations because this decreasing obliges the sea lion' leader to move towards the current prey and surround them.
2) Vocalization phase: Sea lions are considered amphibians. In other words, Sea lions live in water and on land. Their sounds move four times faster in water than in air [42] .Sea lions communicate with each other using various vocalizations especially when they are chasing and hunting as a subgroup [43] . Furthermore, they use their sound to call other members that stay on the shore. For this reason, sea lions chase and confine prey to become close to the surface of ocean. In addition, they have small ears which capable to detect sounds under and above water [30, 33] . Thus, when a sea lion identifies a prey, he calls other members to encircle and attack the prey [30, 44] . This behavior is modeled mathematically as in Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) .
Where ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ indicates to the speed of sound of sea lion leader, ⃑⃑⃑ and ⃑⃑⃑ represents the speed of sounds in water and in air, respectively. More precisely, as shown in Fig. 3 , when the sea lion makes a sound, this is reflected to the other medium which is the air (for calling other members that are at the shore) and refracted at the same medium for calling members who are under water. Thus, the first case is represented using ( ); while the other case is represented using ( ).
3) Attacking phase (Exploitation phase): Sea lions will be able to recognize the position of target prey and encircle them. The hunt method is guided by the leader (best search agent) who detects the prey and tells others members about them.
Usually the target prey is considered the current candidate best solution. However, a new search agent can be defined, detects better preys and encircle them.
In order to mathematically model the hunting behavior of sea lions, two phases are introduced as follows: a) Dwindling encircling technique: This behavior depends on the value of ⃑ in Eq. (2). More precisely, ⃑ is decreased linearly from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations. Thus, this decreasing leads the leader of sea lion to move towards the prey and encircle them. Thus, the incoming location of a sea lion (search agent) can be located anywhere between the premier location of the agent and the location of the present best agent.
b) Circle updating position: As illustrated in Fig. 4 , sea lions chase bait ball of fishes and hunt them starting from edges. Eq. (6) is proposed in this regard.
Where | ⃑⃑⃑ ( ) ⃑⃑⃑⃑ ( )| represents the distance between the best optimal solution (target prey) and the search agent (sea lion), | | indicates to the absolute value and m is a random number in [-1, 1]. The sea lion swims around prey (bait ball) along circle shaped path in order to start hunting prey that are at the edge of the bait ball. For this reason, ( ) is used to represent this behavior mathematically. 
4) Searching for prey (Exploration phase):
In nature, sea lions search randomly employing their whiskers and swimming zigzagging to find prey. Thus, in this study, is employed with the random values. In case is greater than one or less than negative one, this leads to force sea lions to move away from the target prey and the sea lion' leader. Therefore, this situation obliges sea lions to search for other prey.
In exploitation phase, the sea lions update their positions based on the best search agent. However, in exploration phase, the search agents update their positions according to a selected randomly sea lion. In other words, when is greater than one, this leads that SLnO algorithm to perform a global search agent and find the global optimal solution. Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) are proposed in this regard.
Where ⃑⃑⃑⃑ ( ) indicates to random sea lion that is selected from the current population. The proposed SLnO algorithm starts with random solutions. Each search agent updates its location based on best solution or random search agent. Parameter (C) is minimized from 2 to 0 over course of iterations to supply both exploration and exploitation phases. More precisely, when the value of | | is greater than one, this means a search agent is chosen randomly. While, when | | is less than one; this means search agents update their locations. Finally, by the satisfaction of an ending criterion, SLnO algorithm is stopped. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed SLnO algorithm is benchmarked on 23 benchmark functions that are the classical functions utilized by many researchers [1, 2, 45, 46] . SLnO algorithm is compared with recently metaheuristic optimization algorithms; WOA, GWO and PSO. Tables I to III brief the test problems that are denoting the function's cost, range of variation of optimization variables and the optimal value that is denoted as f min in previous studies.
In general, these benchmark functions are minimization functions as well as can be categorized into three groups; unimodal, multimodal and fixed-dimension multimodal functions. Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 show the 2D plots of function's cost for 23 benchmark functions which considered in this work.
The experiments are conducted using Matlab R2016a. For all algorithms, the proposed SLnO and existing WOA, GWO and PSO algorithms, a population size is 300 and maximum iteration equal to 500. Each of these algorithms was run 30 times on each benchmark function. 
A. Evaluation of Exploitation Capability (Functions F1-F7)
Functions F1-F7 are unimodal functions in which they have only one global optimum. Moreover, they allow evaluating the capability of exploitation of inspected metaheuristic optimization algorithms. According to the results of Table IV, SLnO is able to offer competitive outcomes. SLnO was the most efficient optimizer compared to the well-known optimizers especially functions F1, F2, F4 and F5 as well as at least it was the second best optimizer in most benchmark functions.
B. Evaluation of Exploitation Capability (Functions F8-F23)
In contrast to the unimodal functions, multimodal functions involve many local optima with increasing the number exponentially with the size of problem. Thus, this type of benchmark functions turn very suitable and useful in case the target is to evaluate the exploration ability of an optimization algorithm. According to the outcomes in Table  V , for functions F8-F23, the SLnO algorithm has a good exploration capability. As seen in Table V , it is obvious that SLnO is the most efficient or the second best optimizer in the majority of benchmark functions.
C. Convergence Behavior Analysis
In this subsection the convergence behavior of SLnO algorithm is investigated. Based on Fig. 9 , it is observed that search agent of the SLnO algorithm tends to search favorable regions of design space, as well as utilizes the best one. In the early stages of the optimization operation, these search agents change suddenly and afterward progressively converge. Based on [47] , this behavior can ensure that a SLnO algorithm which is based on the population converges to a point in search space. In Fig. 9 , convergence curves of the proposed algorithms, PSO, WOA, SCA, DA and GWO algorithms are compared for 23 benchmarks problem. It is obvious that SLnO algorithm is enough competitive with the existing metaheuristic optimization algorithms.
The convergence curves of SLnO, SCA, DA, WOA, GWO and PSO algorithms are presented in Fig.9 , in order to show these algorithms' convergence rate. Knowing that the "average best-so-far" denotes the best solutions' average that acquired at each iteration over 30 runs. As shown in these figures, when optimizing the test benchmarks functions, SLnO algorithm illustrates two convergence behaviors. In the first behavior, the SLnO algorithm's convergence tends to be instant as iteration increases as observed in F3, F4, F14, F21, F22 and F23. This is probably due to the adaptation technique that suggested for SLnO algorithm. At the initial stage of each iteration, the adaptation technique helps to search for optimizing regions of search space, then after passing almost half or slightly less of the iterations it convergence towards the optimal solution. In the second behavior, the convergence tends towards optimal solution rapidly from the initial stages of iterations. This behavior is evident in the rest benchmark functions.
As an outline, the outcomes of this subsection discovered various characteristics of the suggested SLnO algorithm. The exploration of SLnO algorithm is high because the location updating technique of sea lions using Eq. (8) . This formula requires sea lions to proceed randomly around each other through the initial stages of iterations. However, high exploitation and convergence are intensified in the reminder of iterations using Eq. (6). This leads the sea lions to quickly relocation themselves around bait ball in circular shaped path in order towards the best solution. The SLnO algorithm illustrates avoidance of high local optimal solution and speed of convergence simultaneously over the course of iterations.
The outcomes prove the performance of the SLnO algorithm in solving several test functions compared to PSO, WOA and GWO algorithms. PSO algorithm doesn't have operators to dedicate particular iterations to exploitation or exploration. More precisely, PSO employs one equation to update the search agents' locations, which leads to increase the stagnation in local optima. While, WOA and GWO algorithms have good results due to they have operators to consecrate particular iterations to exploitation or exploration. However, the SLnO has better results than WOA and GWO in the most benchmark functions because it has fewer operators that assist to both exploitation and exploration. 
IV. CONCLUSION
This research presented a novel swarm based optimization algorithm which mimics the sea lions' hunting behavior. The suggested technique is called Sea Lion Optimization (SLnO) algorithm involved three main factors to simulate the exploration of bait ball using the whiskers of sea lions, encircling bait ball and the vocalization of sea lions. Moreover, this work was conducted on 23 mathematical optimization problems in order to analyze the exploration phase, exploitation phase and the suggested method's convergence behavior. Optimization results showed that SLnO algorithm is competitive comparing with other recently metaheuristic algorithms.
